We report the Coulomb mediated hybridization of excitonic states in an optically active, artificial quantum dot molecule. By probing the optical response of the artificial molecule as a function of the static electric field applied along the molecular axis, we observe unexpected avoided level crossings that do not arise from the dominant single particle tunnel coupling. We identify a new few-particle coupling mechanism stemming from Coulomb interactions between different neutral exciton states. Such Coulomb resonances hybridize the exciton wave function over four different electron and hole single-particle orbitals. Comparisons of experimental observations with microscopic 8-band k · p calculations taking into account a realistic quantum dot geometry show good agreement and reveal that the Coulomb resonances arise from broken symmetry in the artificial molecule.
We report the Coulomb mediated hybridization of excitonic states in an optically active, artificial quantum dot molecule. By probing the optical response of the artificial molecule as a function of the static electric field applied along the molecular axis, we observe unexpected avoided level crossings that do not arise from the dominant single particle tunnel coupling. We identify a new few-particle coupling mechanism stemming from Coulomb interactions between different neutral exciton states. Such Coulomb resonances hybridize the exciton wave function over four different electron and hole single-particle orbitals. Comparisons of experimental observations with microscopic 8-band k · p calculations taking into account a realistic quantum dot geometry show good agreement and reveal that the Coulomb resonances arise from broken symmetry in the artificial molecule.
Understanding and controlling the fundamental interactions that couple discrete quantum states lies at the very heart of applied quantum science. For example, couplings between distinct physical subsystems mediated by the Coulomb interaction can be used to entangle qubits electrostatically [1] , to build single-photon transistors on the basis of Förster resonances [2] or to control resonant energy transfer [3] . Strong tunnel couplings between proximal quantum dots have been shown to facilitate electrical and optical spin-qubit operations [4, 5] while long range magnetic dipolar interactions have been exploited for prototype quantum registers [6] . Thus the nature of quantum couplings has been under extensive investigation for many prototypical quantum systems. Examples include naturally occurring atoms [3, 7, 8] and defect centers [9, 10] as well as artificial atoms and molecules [11] [12] [13] . Due to advanced nanostructure fabrication techniques [14, 15] and efficient coupling to light [16, 17] , artificial molecules consisting of pairs of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have emerged as ideal prototypical solid-state systems to investigate and electrically control interactions between proximal quantum systems [11, 12] .
By embedding a QD-molecule into the intrinsic region of a diode structure, exciton states in the different QDs can be tuned into and out of resonance by controlling the electric field along the growth direction [11, 12] . The fundamental signatures of quantum couplings are avoided level crossings in the electronic energy level structure of a QD-molecule as single particle states are tuned in and out of resonance [18] . The importance of Coulomb interactions has been pointed out for the form and position of resonances in QD-molecule systems [19] [20] [21] . However, single particle tunneling that either hybridizes single electrons or holes remains the dominant coupling mechanism in these cases [11] [12] [13] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Most recently another resonant coupling mechanism with an inherently two particle nature has been predicted theoretically that entirely relies on the Coulomb mediated interaction between two different exciton states [26] . In strong contrast to singleparticle quantum couplings, such few-particle couplings have not yet been observed in artificial QD-molecules.
In this letter, we apply complementary optical techniques to probe the excitonic energy level structure of an individual QD-molecule as a function of an externally applied electric field. We resolve a series of avoided energy level crossings that involve four different single particle orbital states, which cannot be explained by singleparticle resonant tunneling. This novel few-particle coupling mechanism is shown to result from the Coulomb interaction alone, leading to a hybridization of both the electron and the heavy hole component of the neutral exciton [26] . Simulations of the energy structure using an 8-band k · p model and a realistic QD-molecule geometry that breaks the cylindrical symmetry are in good agreement with the measurements. They finally reveal the crucial role of broken symmetries for the emergence of the investigated few-particle couplings.
The schematic band-structure of the QD-molecule is illustrated in Figure 7a . It consists of a vertically stacked pair of self-assembled InGaAs QDs that are separated by a 10 nm thick GaAs spacer. The QDs are embedded within the intrinsic region of a GaAs Schottky photodiode [11] to facilitate the application of internal electric fields F along the growth direction by tuning the gate potential V . Since electrons and holes can oc- cupy a number of single-particle states in either the upper or lower dot of the molecule, we introduce the notation [ e l ,eu h l ,hu ]X to describe the exciton states in the system in Fig. 7a . Hereby, e l , e u , h l and h u denote the dominant orbital character of the single particle state involved as given by the in-plane symmetry (s,p,d) with the indices u and l representing the upper and lower dot respectively. For example [ 0,s 0,s ]X corresponds to a direct neutral exciton where an electron-hole pair is present in the upper dot of the QD-molecule with both single particles occupying the energetically lowest s-orbital. Similarly, [ s,0 0,s ]X would correspond to a spatially indirect neutral exciton [11, 22] .
In the grey scale part of Fig.7b we present the photoluminescence (PL) intensity obtained from a single QDmolecule as a function of the applied electric field F at T = 4.2 K (greyscale). A pronounced avoided level crossing is observed for an electric field of F = 21.8 kV/cm with a splitting of 2V t . The underlying coupling of strength V t is well-known to arise from resonant tunneling of the direct exciton state [ Fig.7b [11, 22, 23] .
By further increasing F , the PL intensity is quenched due to tunneling of the charge carriers out of the molecule, enabling photocurrent (PC) measurements [27] . Such measurements are presented in Fig.7b In order to identify the orbital character of the excitons involved in the avoided level crossings, we map out the energy level structure of the first few excited states of the direct exciton [ [23] , the avoided energy level crossings observed in the PL and the PLE around F ∼ 21.8 kV/cm (and highlighted by the blue rectangles 3 and 4 on Fig.5 ) arise from the same single-particle s-s orbital resonant tunneling of the electron. However, they differ in that the hole resides in the p-orbital of the upper dot (4) instead of the s-orbital (3). In both cases, the electron wave function is hybridized over the upper and lower QD by resonant tunnel coupling (blue inset on Fig. 5) .
In order to quantitatively analyze the coupling strengths, we use a phenomenological model to fit the field-dependent exciton energies using the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) [28] To confirm the universality of resonant couplings between direct and indirect excitons involving four different orbitals, we trace the direct excited states [ Fig.5 ) a weak avoided level crossings is observed. Finally, to further support our findings, we performed the same measurements on a second QD-molecule resolving the same structure of avoided level crossings between excitonic states that cannot be coupled by resonant tunneling (data in the supplementary).
However, in contrast to single particle resonant tunneling, Coulomb mediated few-particle interactions are able to couple excitonic states constructed from four different single particle orbitals (red inset on Fig. 5 ). At these resonances both the electron and hole component of the exciton are hybridized over two single particle orbitals. Such resonances correspond to off-diagonal Coulomb terms that couple direct and indirect exciton states and depend only on the mesoscopic carrier distribution described in terms of the envelope function [26] . While this kind of coupling is universal, it is governed by symmetry-related selection rules. Since the Coulomb interaction conserves angular momentum, exciton states with different axial projections of the angular momentum M have zero coupling strength assuming perfect symmetry and neglecting higher order spin-orbit interactions (the Dresselhaus terms). However, breaking the symmetry by introducing ellipticity of the QDs or a lateral displacement of the two QDs relative to each other rapidly increases the coupling strengths V C among states with different angular momenta ∆M = ±2 and ∆M = ±1, respectively [26] . Notably, while the coupling strengths of the resonant tunneling couplings V t are similar for both molecules, the coupling strengths of the Coulomb resonances V C vary significantly more indicating a strong dependence on the individual morphology of each QDmolecule (details in the supplementary).
To investigate the emergence of Coulomb resonances, we performed detailed modeling using 8-band k · p theory and a configuration interaction approach. The calculations confirmed that good quantitative agreement between the numerical and experimental results can be obtained only if the QD-molecule system is modeled in accordance with the known facts about its composition and morphology. To this end, we use a QD-molecule geometry where the height and the lateral size are consistent with TEM [29] images of nominally identical QDmolecules as presented in Fig. 3a . For comparison, the modeled geometry is presented in Fig. 3b . Notably, the shape of the upper QD is perturbed by the presence of the strain field of the lower QD through the GaAs barrier [29] . In the modeled geometry, we include this perturbation induced by the lower QD by tilting up the upper QD (in the dot center) from the bottom of the wetting layer. Finally, we break the axial symmetry of the system by inducing a relative displacement of the QD centers in (110) direction [30] . The typically non-uniform In x Ga 1−x As composition in the QDs is accounted for by using a trumpet shape [31, 32] of the In-content with a maximum of x = 0.43 in the QDs and a homogenous composition of In 0.25 Ga 0.75 As in both wetting layers (further details in the supplementary).
To include the effects of the strain on the band structure [33] originating from the In x Ga 1−x As/GaAs lattice mismatch, we calculate the strain tensor elements for the QD-molecule within the continuous elasticity approach by minimizing the elastic energy [34] . Due to the zincblende structure of the In x Ga 1−x As crystal, the shear strain induces a piezoelectric field that we take into account up to second order in polarization [35, 36] using the parameters from Ref. 37 . The electron and hole orbital states of the QD-molecule are calculated using 8-band k · p theory as described in detail in Ref. 38 . Finally, we calculate the exciton states using the configuration interaction approach (see supplementary material for details).
The results of our calculations are presented in Fig.  4 which shows the energy level structure of the energetically lowest neutral exciton transitions. In quantitative agreement with the experimentally observed coupling (2V t = 3.3 meV in Fig. 5) , we obtain avoided level crossings with 2V t(s) = 3.05 meV and 2V t(p1/p2) = 3.08 meV (3.0 meV) for resonant s-s orbital tunneling highlighted by the blue boxes in Fig. 4 We observe this tunneling resonance in the calculated electronic spectrum (box 5 in Fig.4 ) with a somewhat smaller coupling strength than in the experiment (Fig.5) . The resonance with the other p-state remains very weak as the electron wave function is oriented perpendicular to the displacement [38] . Most importantly, the numerical simulation reproduces the avoided level crossings due to few-particle couplings that are mediated by the 2) ]X are calculated with a coupling strength of up to ∼ 0.23 meV and are presented in the insets of Fig.4 . The coupling strengths V C of the Coulomb resonances in the numerical calculation are reduced compared to the maximal coupling strengths of 2V C(p1) = 0.6 meV that we experimentally observe in Fig.5 . This suggests that another symmetry breaking effect [39] and spin-orbit coupling [26] further influence the coupling strength V C of the Coulomb resonances.
Finally, in the numerically calculated and experimentally recorded energy level structure we resolve a Coulomb resonance where the hole resides in one of the dorbitals [ Fig.4 and Fig.5 ). The assignment of the avoided level crossing to a Coulomb resonance is supported by additional PLE spectroscopy (data in the supplementary). Overall, the comparison of the experimental and theoretical results confirms the proposed assignment of the avoided level crossings to stem from Coulomb mediated few-particle interactions and reveals the essential role of morphological features underlying the observed resonances.
In conclusion, we presented the direct observation of an electrically tunable few-particle coupling mediated by the Coulomb interaction in QD-molecules by spectrally resolving a series of avoided level crossings in the electronic energy level structure of neutral exciton states. We demonstrated that the avoided level crossings stem from a novel coupling mechanism: Coulomb resonances that involve four different single-particle orbitals and hybridize both the electron and hole component of the exciton. Numerical calculations using 8-band k · p theory with a realistic QD geometry are in good agreement with the experimental results. Ultimately, the results demonstrate how symmetry breaking in QD-molecules leads to the formation of electrically controllable few-particle couplings.
While the experimentally convenient electrical control of the few-particle interactions makes them an interesting candidate for the realization of few-particle qubits, we suggest to use the Coulomb resonances as a sensor for the complex single-particle spectrum of the heavy holes in QDs [40] . 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: COULOMB MEDIATED HYBRIDIZATION OF EXCITONS IN ARTIFICIAL MOLECULES
The supplementary material is organized in the following way. In Sec. we present details on the photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (PLE) measurements. The additional PLE data presented on QD-molecule 1 over an extended energy range supports the identification of the d-orbital Coulomb resonance in the main part of the letter. In Sec. , we briefly describe the model of the electric field dependent energies based on the quantum confined Stark effect that we use to fit the measurements and extract the coupling strengths of the avoided level crossings. In Sec. , we present the electric field dependent energy level structure of a second QD-molecule (obtained from combined PL, PC and PLE measurements) and compare it in detail to the energy level structure of the first molecule presented in the letter. In Sec. , we give the details of the theoretical model used to calculate the electronic energy level structure using 8-band k · p theory.
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE EXCITATION SPECTROSCOPY
In order to map out the energy spectrum of the excited states of the neutral exciton [ As discussed in the letter, we mapped out the field dependent energy structure by performing PLE measurements for different electric fields. In Fig. 6 we present measurements similar to those presented in Figure 2 of the main text of the letter, however with an extended energy range. In addition to the direct excited exciton transitions [ 0,s 0,p 1 (2) ]X at E ∼ 1313 meV, we observe a second set of PLE resonances at E ∼ 1322.5 meV. We identify these resonances as the excited neutral exciton states ]X we observe a bonding branch of an avoided level crossing at the electric field position of the s-s orbital electron tunneling at F ∼ 21.8 kV/cm [23] . The corresponding electron ss orbital electron tunnel couplings of the direct excited states are illustrated in the insets of Fig. 6 .
Notably, if we trace the resulting indirect states [ We also note here that the identification of the s-p electron tunnel coupling [ 
MODELING OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD DEPENDENT ENERGY STRUCTURE BASED ON THE QUANTUM CONFINED STARK EFFECT
To describe the electric field dependence of the energy of the direct and indirect neutral exciton transitions of the QD-molecule, we use the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) [28] :
with the intrinsic dipole moment p dipole = e · d dipole and the polarizability α. The values of p dipole and α can directly be extracted from a fit of the electric field dependence of the direct and indirect exitonic transitions in Fig. 7 . We determine the size of the dipole d dipole to be 12.8 nm for the indirect states in agreement with the center to center distance of the two QDs forming the molecule and 0.48 nm for the direct transitions, where electron and hole reside in the same QD. For the polarizability we obtain α = 0.7µeVkV −2 cm 2 for the direct states, while for the indirect states the quadratic term is negligible in comparison to the large dipole term. Note that in good agreement with the data, we use the same parameters for all direct (indirect) transitions independent of the orbitals involved.
Here, E [ e l ,eu h l ,hu ]X denotes an offset for the semiconductor band gap, the binding energy of exciton transition and the QD-confinement in z-direction as well as the lateral single particle confinement energies of electrons and holes in x-and y-direction corresponding to the orbitals involved in the transition [11, 28] . Accordingly we determine the offset E [ e l ,eu h l ,hu ]X individually for each transition. Since we expect the electric field dependence of the exciton energies to be dominated by the quantum confined Stark effect E QCSE = E QCSE (F ), we assume the binding energy and the confinement energies to be independent of the applied electric field.
The couplings from resonant tunneling V t and the couplings from Coulomb mediated few-particle interactions V C between the direct states [ 
By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix we obtain the new Eigen-energies as a function of electric field F . By varying the coupling strengths V t(C) , that results in the avoided level crossing, we can fit the calculated energy level structure to the data and directly extract the coupling strengths of the avoided level crossings.
COMBINED PL, PC AND PLE MEASUREMENTS OF QUANTUM DOT MOLECULE 2
In Fig. 7 we present combined PL, PLE and PC measurements of a second quantum dot molecule labelled QD-molecule 2 (the combined data for molecule 1 is presented in the main part of the letter). We map out the electric field dependence of the neutral exciton state in the upper quantum dot [ 0,s 0,s ]X by combining PL emission spectra for electric fields from F = 10 kV/cm to F = 39 kV/cm labelled PL in Fig. 7 and PC absorption spectra for electric fields from F = 23 kV/cm to F = 40 kV/cm labelled PC in Fig. 7 . The PLE spectroscopy data is added as black full triangles together with a fit based on the QCSE as a red dashed line.
Similar to QD-molecule 1 presented in the main part of the letter, we observe a prominent avoided level crossing due to electron tunneling from the direct exciton state [ We directly extract the coupling strength 2V t of the resonant electron tunneling and fit the electric field dependence with a model based on the QCSE (for details see Section ). In table I, we compare the electric field positions F of the avoided level crossings as well as the coupling strengths V t for QD-molecule 1 and 2.
The similarity to QD-molecule 1 is striking. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , both QD-molecules display avoided level crossings due to resonant electron tunneling with coupling strengths 2V t = 3.2 meV and 2V t = 3.4 meV for the direct exciton state [ The upper limits of the QDs are given by the surfaces
where h is height of the dot, r is a parameter which determines lateral size of the dot, x 0 , y 0 is the lateral position of the dot and z 0 is the top of the wetting layer. We assumed the width of both wetting layers to be as 1.2 nm with a homogenous composition of In 0.25 Ga 0.75 As.
The heights of the lower and upper dot are 4.2 nm and 5.4 nm respectively. The lateral size parameters are set to 19.8 nm and 22 nm. Furthermore, the InGaAs composition is non-uniform. We use a trumpet shape composition with
where C b , C t denote compositions on the bottom and of the top of the dot respectively, while r p , z p are geometry parameters [31, 32] . We took C b = 0.25 and C t = 0.43 and the geometry parameters to be r p = 3 nm and z p = 1.4 nm. The upper dot is pushed up by 1.8 nm (near the dot centre) from the bottom of the wetting layer. The distance between the dots is chosen to be D = 9.6 nm (counting from the top of the lower wetting layer to the bottom of the upper one). For the lateral displacement of the dots in (110) direction, we took x 0l = 1.8 nm, y 0l = −1.8 nm and x 0u = y 0u = 0. To account for the effect of atomic disorder we introduce some noise in the composition
where t is a random number with a uniform distribution on the inverval [0,1].
The lattice mismatch between InGaAs and GaAs leads to a strain field which strongly affects the band structure. To obtain the strain distribution in the system, we performed calculations within a continuous elasticity approach [34] . The relevant strain tensor elements were obtained by minimizing an elastic energy. The piezoelectric potential is calculated up to second order in polarization [35, 36] using the piezoelectric coefficients from Ref. [37] .
Single-particle states are found by diagonalizing the 8-band k · p Hamiltonian where we performed BurtForeman operator ordering [41] . The detailed description of the model and its parametrization (except for coefficients of piezoelectric field) are presented in Ref. [38] . The calculation of strain and piezoelectric potential were performed on a uniform grid (200 x 200 x 200) and for single-particle states we used a reduced computational box (120 x 120 x 120). In both cases we took the mesh size of 0.6 nm. We assume the wave function to be zero at the boundary of the computational domain.
To obtain the exciton states, we include the Coulomb interaction in the Hamiltonian. The full Hamiltonian then reads [26] Here ψ e(h) (r e(h) ) are eight component spinors representing electron and hole wave functions respectively. ε r = 12.9 denotes the dielectric constant of GaAs. We find the exciton states using a configuration interaction approach where the exciton wave functions are represented as where c ν,n,m denote the coefficients resulting from the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. For numerical efficiency reason, we calculate the relevant integrals in reciprocal space.
